NOTE:
1. SPRING/HOUSING ASSEMBLIES ARE UL RECOGNIZED
   PER FILE E26226. CSA CERTIFIED PER LR25154
2. HOUSINGS ARE KEYED TO ONLY ALLOW MATING WITH
   THE SAME COLOR HOUSING.
3. FOR ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS SEE DOCUMENT 1S1030A
4. HOUSING ASSEMBLIES ACCOMODATE ANDERSON CONTACTS
   FOR WIRE RANGE FROM #10 AWG TO 1/0.
5. **BLACK "KEYLESS" CONNECTOR WILL MATE WITH ALL VOLTAGE
   KEYS AND COLORS

COLOR | P/N  | MAT'L | TEXT
-------|------|-------|-----
GRAY   | 940  | PC    | BLANK
       | P940 | PC/PBT | "P"
BLUE   | 941  | PC    | BLANK
       | P941 | PC/PBT | "P"
ORANGE | 942  | PC    | BLANK
       | P942 | PC/PBT | "P"
YELLOW | 943  | PC    | BLANK
       | P943 | PC/PBT | "P"
RED    | 949  | PC    | BLANK
       | P949 | PC/PBT | "P"
**BLACK "KEYLESS" | 2-7252G11 | PC | BLANK
       | P2-7252G11 | PC/PBT | "P"
BROWN  | 950  | PC    | BLANK
       | P950 | PC/PBT | "P"